
     I was already pushing a seventeen hour work day as I passed the glitz and glitter of the biggest little city
in the world. Seven of those hours had been spent behind the windshield of a pickup as I rushed to get a load
of campers to an RV show in Oakland, California. West of Reno, at exit #4 on interstate 80, I found the
promise of a hot meal and a soft pillow to rest my weary head. Little did I know that what awaited me at the
Boomtown Casino Hotel would change my outlook forever.

     I quickly checked into a room and rushed up to the north tower to deposit my bags before headed back
downstairs to find something to eat. The only restaurant still open at that late hour was Cassidy’s
Steakhouse, which to be honest, sounded delicious. The dimly lit restaurant was nearly empty as the well
dressed waiter delivered the customary bread and olive oil to my table. As he filled my water glass, he asked if
I wanted a drink before dinner. “Ice tea would be wonderful, thank you.” I replied. Before scurrying off to
fulfill my request, he set a small bowl of the most beautiful white berries on the table in front of me. They
looked like snow white raspberries, drizzled in honey, and beaming with fresh deliciousness. I picked one up
and popped it into my mouth. As I bit into the morsel, I realized that it was not a berry at all, but a cleverly
disguised piece of butter. Before I could spit it out, my waiter appeared from nowhere, forcing me to swallow
the butter to save embarrassment.

     As I look back on the events of that night, I am convinced that the whole thing was quite possibly a
vicious ruse to get even with me for coming into the restaurant so late in the evening, but like I said in the
beginning, the whole thing changed my outlook forever. You may say. “I would never be tricked into eating
butter.” But haven’t we all fallen for some sort of scheme in our lives? It was the same moment that I bit into
the butter that I realized people don’t pay attention the way they should. Because of this, it becomes easy to
mislead or fool people.

     For instance, A lot of manufacturers are cutting corners to save money, even selling factory seconds and
defective materials. While you save money at the time of purchase by investing in some of these products, it
could cost you dearly in the future. Flooring, like tile and wood, can be bought at great discounts but beware,
if you run short, you may not be able to get more of the same product. I have personally seen this situation
cost contractors home sales. Other products like roofing, siding and decking can cost you damage to your
home if they fail, not to mention the lack of security if you have to replace the product. While there are a lot
of great deals to be had in this economy, there are a lot more junk products out there. Do your homework on a
product before you buy, and make sure your sales person isn’t just feeding you a line.

     Another scheme to watch for is loss leaders. Selling common items at, or below, cost in order to give the
appearance that they have the best prices on everything is an old trick that still works wonders. The truth is
that the big boxes inflate the price of everything else you need for your project in order to make a profit. Just
last month, I had a friend bring me a sales flyer from one of the big box stores and asked me if I could match
their prices. As I checked the prices on the flyer against our own, I discovered that, with the exception of the
loss leader product on the front, I had to raise all of my prices to match their sale prices.

     Now, don’t get me wrong, the whole goal of business in America is to make money (They call this the
American dream). Unfortunately, the days of yore seem to be no more, and the common business practice of
today appears to be trickery and deceit. Although this seems fitting in the Halloween season, it is not the way
business should be done. At the Bronson Lumber Co. you will always get a fair deal. You will never see loss
leaders, products of questionable quality, or a lack of customer service. What you see is what you get in our
store. In our neck of the woods, berries are berries, and we know where our bread is buttered.
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 While foreclosure is a very serious event in today’s real estate market, and the news portrays that
foreclosures are ruling the real estate industry, it is not always true for every market. In Union County we
have our fair share of foreclosures, but the majority of our market has no third party (Bank = Seller) involved!

   On a weekly basis, I get inquiries about how many foreclosures we have, and many buyers that only want to
see bank owned properties. The media has done a wonderful job showing that if you buy a bank owned
property, you will get a great deal! While there are some in the area like this, there are just as many that are
not!

 Banks sell their properties ‘as is’, meaning any repairs needed by a lender will have to be out of the
buyers pocket BEFORE closing!

 Always get a home inspection! Many foreclosures were not left in the best condition, you never know
what happened to the house, fixtures, appliances and so on…

 Communication with the bank might be slower than if it were a typical home owner. Be patient!

 Have a qualified Realtor represent you, this will help you with any questions you may have, and help the
process go smoother with the bank!

Think it is the right price and a great deal? Make sure and have your Realtor find comparables that have
sold recently to the foreclosure to be sure you are getting a good deal!

  Whether it is a bank owned property or a regular homeowner selling their home, get pre-approved! Banks are
lending, and there are programs available for you! Use a buyers Realtor, they will help assist you every step of
the way! Most of all… Enjoy the process! Buying a home is one of the best experiences of your life!

Sharron Langdon
Broker

RE/MAX Real Estate Team
2106 Island Ave.

La Grande, OR. 97850

541-963-1000 Office

541-913-4306 Cell

Each office independently

owned and operated.
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 mother just gave birth to twins. Right after delivery, one twin turns to the other and says
“I don’t know why we both were evicted, you were the one that wouldn’t stop kicking the walls!”



DID YOU KNOW?
 Time ends every year at 2:00 A.M. local time on the last

Sunday of October. Canada celebrates their  on the second
Monday of October? The founder of the , Juliette Gordon
Lowe was born on Halloween day – October 31st, 1860.

 are the safest most efficient way to heat your
home. Zone heating saves money by providing heat where you need it. Portable
Indoor Infrared Heaters provides the softest most comfortable heat because it heats
the the air and water molecules rather than burn them as do traditional central
heating systems.
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     When Daisy enters a pond she does it with a giant leap followed by a
giant splash.  When Daisy runs through the creek, you can follow her prog-

ress by the sheets of flying spray as she gallops through the shallows.
When Daisy chases a tennis ball, she digs in and gives maximum sprinting

effort.  When Daisy wants to overwhelm you with affection, she does it
wriggling furiously from head to toe.  When it’s time to go for a ride, she’s
wide eyed with excitement.  There has never been a dog, ever, that enjoys

life more than Daisy.
   Now, Daisy is inexhaustible when it’s time to play, but she’s great at

lounging, too.  Never hyper, she knows there’s a time for crazy fun and a
time to turn it off.  She takes napping in a warm spot in the sun every bit as

seriously as she takes, say, hiking through the woods at full speed.

   Daisy’s actually pretty good at coming back when called unless there’s
something really interesting to sniff.  She’s used to living with other dogs
including smaller dogs and she’s not dog aggressive.  She’s spayed and

housebroken.

   Anyone wishing to learn more about Daisy can
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